Hotels in Rome

We provide a short list of hotels which have, in our opinion, a good quality-price ratio and are well connected to the University Campus. Most of them have been tried by us personally.

Near the Campus

HOTEL LAURENTIA***
00185 Roma (RM) - LARGO DEGLI OSCI 63
Tel: +39 06 4450218   fax: +39 06 4453821
www.hotellaurentia.com
Plus: very close to the Campus, in a lively student area.
Minus: the area is sometime noisy at night.

HOTEL VILLA SAN LORENZO***
00185 Roma (RM) VIA DEI LIGURI 7
Tel: +39 06 4469988
www.villasanlorenzo.com
Plus: recently restored, close to the Campus, very quiet.
Minus: not very well connected to the city center.

HOTEL LA PALMA*
00198 Roma (RM) - VIA DELLE ALPI 15/D
Tel: +39 06 8416902  -  06 8417772
www.motylek.com/hotel-7744.html
Bus from Termini station: numbers 36 - 38 - 60 and 62.
Plus: small and cheap hotel, located in a quiet residential area not far from the Campus. Whenever the weather is good, breakfast is served on the terrace or in the garden, shadowed by a secular palmtree.
Minus: no lift, some bathrooms have not been restored. Credit cards are not accepted. Comfort is adequate to the 1-star level.

In the city center (Rione Monti)

The following hotels are located in Rione Monti, an historical area near Santa Maria Maggiore, not far from Termini railways station. Many monuments (Colosseo, Forum,...) are within walking distance. The University Campus can be reached either by a 25 minutes walk or by using the bus number 71, direction Tiburtina, until the stop Verano.

HOTEL CANOVA***
00184 Roma (RM) - VIA URBANA, 10
Tel. +39 06 4873314   fax +39 06 4819123
www.canovahotelroma.it
Plus: very well located, quiet, recently restored; breakfast is served on a beautiful roof terrace.
Minus: single rooms are very small.
HOTEL RAFFAELLO***
00184 Roma (RM) - VIA URBANA, 3-5
Tel +39 06 4884342 / fax +39 06 4744905
www.hotelraffaello.it

Plus: very well located, quiet, recently restored.

HOTEL IVANHOE***
00184 Roma (RM) - VIA DE' CIANCALEONI, 49
Tel: +39 06 4743186, +39 06 486813 - fax: +39 06 4828761
www.hotelivanhoe.it

Plus: very well located.

Minus: rooms are very small, some of them are noisy.

Other possibilities

Other accommodation possibilities (which we did not check directly) are listed at the websites


http://gcna06.ciram.unibo.it/hotels_campus.html